spring 2004 newsletter
a sub L I M E spring
Needless to say, spring is here and brings with it a
refreshingly lighter palate for 2004. During the
dreary months of winter, every fashion and interior
design magazine debates what’s going to lighten
the mood come the warmer months. This year,
bright is back! Bold and daring shades ranging
from lime to celery mingle with vibrant swatches
of lilac, violet, and even magenta, somewhat

wedding woes
no more

referencing the fanciful decade of the eighties. But

Offering the extraordinary has just become a bit

don’t start digging out the duds from the attic quite

easier as Sadelier announces its new wedding

yet, as we’re not lazy enough to simply slap in the

registry. Whether you’re looking for dinnerware,

beta tape of color and settle for re-runs from the

lighting, or home accessories, we have a unique

fluorescent days. No, the script’s been completely

range of gifts, including personalized dinnerware

rewritten and paired with the hip, slick, and ever-

from Davistudio. Each piece of handmade porcelain

popular black—proving once again, black goes

from Chatham, New York, can be signed with a

with anything. You can’t go a year without hearing

custom-made, personal stamp for the couple. Or

that “black is back,” but fortunately this year, it’s not

give the ultimate gift by offering the bride and

coming back alone. Expect to see this huge impact

groom the experience of custom-designing their

filter down from the fashion world to the home—

very own furniture with one of our three furniture

literally—as the line between the two continues to

designers/craftsmen—to ensure that your gift will

fade. Accents of the bright will be gracing tables as

be exactly what they want. Start the newlyweds off

well as the runway.

on the right foot!
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how to dine with
Food & Wine’s finest
Ever wonder how to make your dinner-party table
settings look magazine-cover perfect? Join us April
3 from 3 to 5 PM when Food & Wine magazine’s style
editor Lauren Fister reveals insider’s secrets for
creating exquisite table settings. Topics will include
updating and incorporating existing dinner sets,
how to appropriately “dress” your table, and
creating themed dinners. Be sure to make a list, as
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the event will close with a Q&A session. Drinks and

of color on the Circuit collection from one of our

setting the stage
for the Brookfield
house tour

new lines, notNeutral.

Sadelier, in association with Escape to the Arts, is

hors d’oeuvres will be served, and the event is free

new, new & more new

and open to all. Get ready to entertain with style!

1 | Intriguing patterns are created with bold blocks

pleased to have been selected to provide table
2 | Tabletops go tropical with the new Palm series

settings for houses on the “A Room with a View”

from Riverside. Simple circles blend with the

Brookfield house tour. Come view creative

subtly unconventional forms you’ve come to

arrangements of our new products in person

love in the Form collection.

May 27 from 10 AM to 2 PM. Houses range from the
historically important antique to the spectacularly

3 | Spring designs are kicked off with Knits from

contemporary, each with an incredible view and a

Chilewich, a brand-new, loosely woven series of

unique table setting! Tickets for the house tour are

bags, perfect for the beach.

available for $45 ($35 for Regional Y members) at
Escape to the Arts, 293 Main Street, Danbury, CT, or
by calling 203 794 1413. All tickets purchased prior to

4 | Handmade original pieces from Davistudio

May 15 will be eligible to win artwork, pottery, or

combine bright colors and striking graphics to
bring timeless quality to every table.
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classes at Escape to the Arts.

glass and rubber
and silver, oh my!
Sadelier has expanded its growing selection of
gifts for 2004 by adding handcrafted jewelry
from around New England—including vivid
stunning colored resin and organically shaped

a wonderful world
of water. . .color

sterling silver pieces by Lori McLean, and

Explore the juxtaposition of organic environments

elegant forms derived from meshing industrial

and intricate designs in the patterns of Melinda

rubber with sterling silver by Ryan Kundrat.

Hackett’s water paintings. We’re holding an artist’s

iridescent dichroic glass from Dennis Peabody,

You’ll be sure to turn heads wearing the latest

reception on Friday, April 10, from 3 to 5 PM, where

jewelry from Sadelier.

Melinda will be available to meet you and speak
about her work. Often described as containing
“families of forms,” Melinda’s pieces use elements

better than bingo?

of circles, swirls, flowers, and drips to create dynamic
playgrounds and brilliant, jewel-like tones to

From now until April 30, enter to win your choice

intensify the relationships of the forms. Drinks and

of a silver leaf Aaronson Noon vase or a three-piece

hors d’oeuvres will be served. The event is free and

Nick Munro tea set—simply by joining our email

open to all. Come experience this wonderful world

list! You’ll not only have a chance to win a prize

for yourself!

valued at over $300, you’ll be the first to know
about Sadelier’s upcoming events, openings, and
sales (including “eSales” made available only to
those in our email address book). Your information
will be kept completely confidential and will be
used for Sadelier mailings only. To enter, send an
email to info@sadelier.com with “BINGO” in the
subject line. Please include your name and the
email address you wish to be include on our list.
One entry accepted per person, per address. The
winner will be randomly selected and notified
via email on Saturday, May 8. Good luck!
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